albeit not in a style that seems natural to a native English speaker. For practical reasons, there was not enough time for extensive revisions andre-writings because this volume was scheduled for publication in July 1996. I hope that the presentation and style of papers will improve in .future volumes. Any criticisms from readers are welcome.
Dedication
This volume is dedicated to the memory of Prof. Jie-Liu Xin ('i:IT1l-7\ 1909 ('i:IT1l-7\ -1994 , one of the founding fathers of Chinese acarology. During the opening ceremony of the 5th National Congress of Acarology of China held in Shanghai in 1991, Prof. Xin gave three proposals and urged his colleagues to work together to achieve them: (1) the founding of a society for Chinese acarologists, (2) the publication of a journal, and (3) 
